WhereFabricComesAlive

Tension Fabric Systems
Our range of Tensioned Fabric Systems provides the freedom for creative
expression and limitless potential to create truly unique work environments
in all sectors of the commercial market. Perfect for receptions, foyers,
meeting rooms, retail, exhibition construction and contemporary
architecture.
This versatile system with the option for single or double-sided graphics
can be freestanding, curved, flat or arched, wall mounted, backlit or even
suspended from the ceiling.

Wall Coverings
Combining technology and the flexibility of printed fabrics, ideas and
spaces can all be brought to life to create graphically designed
environments that not only stand out visually, but also inspire people
to think differently with great solutions for covering large surfaces with
big images.
We offer a digitally printed wall covering service with a wide range
of high quality printed wall coverings that are ideal for architectural,
interior design or exhibition construction.

Backdrops, Banners & Flags
Large-format printed fabrics are ideal for stunning backdrops,
fascinating images, mega-messages and brand presence.
Backdrops, banners, flags, hanging displays, fence signage,
speaker scrims, display walls, cafe barriers, etc. are ideal for
outdoor festivals, concerts, sports events and exhibitions.
These all display printed fabrics to their best effect in terms
of diversity, versatility and visual impact.

Creative Structures
Coral specialises in producing innovative fabric shapes including
cylinders, rings, spheres, cubes and simple curves. A combination
of lightweight architectural metalwork, visual imagination and
vibrant printed fabrics - perfect for transforming any area into a
dramatic space for that wow factor.
Whilst commanding attention due to their presence when
suspended in the air, they also offer a truly unique option for
creative communication.

At Coral we understand how fabric works and its
effectiveness to communicate wherever style and
performance intersect. Our product knowledge
and vast experience of working with digitally printed
fabric means that clients can be certain their
images are reproduced to stunning effect every
time.
Creative structures, tensioned fabric systems,
breakout pods, atrium art, backdrops, wall
coverings, in-store displays, banners, flags and a
whole lot more is now possible by printing onto
fabrics with Coral.

Fabric graphics that really work
Coral Fabric Imaging Ltd, Gunnery House, Gunnery Terrace,
Leamington Spa, Warwickshire, CV32 5PE
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